
FLO JOE FCE WRITING A REPORT

Sample answers to Flo-Joe's FCE writing tasks with a teacher's feedback.

You should address the following points: What crimes are the most worrying for young people? How long do
you want the course to last? By doing as many practice papers as possible, you will get an idea of how long it
takes you to write an answer. What is the correct tense to use to explain how long you have been studying
English? All speaking activities in class are an opportunity to practice using the language you know and the
new language you have learned. Close particularly dangerous due to the absence of proper lighting and
reliable security. Write down a choice of dates. Work and jobs. Will the Principal know what type of course to
plan for you? When are you available to start the course? My written English is very good at least that is what
my English teacher says Speak as much as possible and give full answers to questions in class. Ideas for
writing Ask yourself the following questions to help you get started: What specific reason s do you have for
learning English? Task Type: Report Question Your local community group is interested in the views that
local people hold about crime in your area. I would like to play badminton on some evenings if this is
possible. I am very keen on a number of different sports. If you repeat an error, enter it into your log again and
highlight it. You can work on your own or with a classmate. What steps can be taken to make young people
feel less afraid? If the answer is 'no' to any of these questions then you will need to do some more drafting!
Task Type: Letter of Application Question You are reading an English language magazine and you see details
of a language school that you are interested in. Drafting and proofreading your work You should look at your
first draft of the task and decide: Have you answered the five questions? However, if you are taking the paper
version of the exam, you will need to be able to write clearly and quickly. Practice speaking around a variety
of topics â€” one way of doing this is to create prompts based on various topics. Is the letter organised in a
clear and logical way? When you are checking homework with a partner or discussing a picture before doing a
listening task or the introduction to a reading give full answers and speak as much as possible. Drug dealing
and gangs Another problem that the community is facing is that of drug dealing. Maryland Heights Crime
Situation As requested, this is a report about crime rates in Maryland Heights and young people's attitude to
the problem. It is rooted most likely in the gang activity in the town. Write your report for the chairman.
Writing Paper Part 2. What are your good and weak areas in English? Take every opportunity to give an
opinion and participate in discussions in class and outside of class. Is the language correct with a good range
of structures? Do this with every piece of written feedback and you will build an error log and you might start
to see some repeated errors! Try correcting the piece of writing yourself first: use the marking codes to think
about what might be wrong or what's good about the piece of work. Then when you're ready, click the green
buttons in the text for our feedback. For each topic, make a list of the key areas and vocabulary you can talk
about and write out some questions to discuss. Is there any other information that it might be useful for the
Principal to know? You will need to give some detail here so the school can plan an appropriate course for
you. If you would like to study English on a course that has been specially designed to meet your needs and
interests, then contact the Principal of the Effective Learning School giving details of your: Motivation for
studying English; length of time studying English; strengths and weaknesses in the language Preferred start
date and length of course Hobbies and interests Write your letter to the Principal of the school. The results of
the survey are presented below together with recommendations on how to solve existing problems.


